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The properties of spin-2 antiferromagnetic chains with various types of random exchange coupling

are studied via an asymptotically exact decimation renormalization-group transformation, which is a
generalization of that introduced by Dasgupta and Ma. Random-singlet phases occur in which each spin
is paired with one other spin that may be very far away; more exotic phases also occur. The behavior of
typical and mean correlation functions is analyzed and found to be very different, with very small sets of
spins dominating the latter at long distances as well as the low-temperature thermodynamics. Some of
the phase transitions that occur between antiferromagnetically ordered phases and random singlet or
other antiferromagnetic phases are also analyzed. For example, if a small uniaxial anisotropy perturba-
tion is added to a random Heisenberg antiferromagnetic chain, a transition occurs from a random-singlet

phase to an Ising antiferromagnetic phase, as the anisotropy changes sign from easy plane to easy axis.
The staggered magnetization vanishes at the transition with critical exponent /=8/(1+&7). Possible

implications for the properties of random quantum magnetic systems in higher dimensions are briefly
discussed.

I. I¹RODUCTION

Quantum spin chains exhibit a wide variety of interest-
ing phenomena at low temperatures that are controlled
by the behavior of their ground states and low-lying exci-
tations. Broken symmetry, quasi-long-range order,
effects of topology of the rotation group and assorted
types of phase transitions are all found at zero tempera-
ture and have been analyzed via exact solutions, particu-
larly Bethe's ansatz, mapping onto other solvable prob-
lems, renormalization-group treatments of effective long-
wavelength actions, conformal covariance, exact numeri-
cal diagonalizations, quantum Monte Carlo simulations,
series expansions, and by numerical renormalization-
group computations.

In the presence of quenched randomness, far less is
known. In some regimes, the randomness is irrelevant at
low energies and can be treated perturbatively. Howev-
er, for quantum spin chains that can be mapped to free
fermion systems (i.e., XY spin chains and transverse field
Ising chains), localization of the wave functions of the
fermions suggests some kind of localization of spin exci-
tations, although even in these cases the understanding of
the low-energy behavior is far from complete. For
more complicated situations such as random Heisenberg
chains and systems with phase transitions as functions of
anisotropy, even less is known. The competition between
localization effects and order can certainly play a role,
and because of the time independence of the randomness,
the effects of rare regions on macroscopic properties will
be far more important than for classical systems with
quenched disorder. Fortunately, the one-dimensional na-
ture of quantum spin chains enables, even in the presence
of quenched randomness, progress to be made by real-
space renormalization-group methods. As we shall see,
these can be used, somewhat surprisingly, to obtain new
exact results for the long-length scale, low-frequency

behavior of randomness-dominated phases as well as the
critical behavior near to various zero-temperature phase
transitions that occur. The basic method follows a novel
approach originated by Dasgupta and Ma, and Ma,
Dasgupta, and Hu.

Dasgupta and Ma' studied the properties of antiferro-
magnetic Heisenberg spin- —, chains with random ex-

change couplings. They analyzed the low-energy
behavior via an approximate renormalization-group
transformation in which the strongest exchange is de-
cimated away, yielding a new eff'ective exchange coupling
between what were third-nearest neighbors. The pro-
cedure is iterated and the distribution of renormalized ex-
change couplings kept track of. This distribution be-
comes extremely broad, which makes the approximation
better and better. It is this crucial feature of the
renormalization-group (RG) transformation which will
enable us to obtain many new exact results for this and
other random quantum spin chains. Although Dasgupta
and Ma did not find exact fixed points of their transfor-
mation, they guessed essentially the correct behavior
from numerical studies and an approximate analysis of
the RG fiow equation for the distribution of exchange
couplings, 6nding a zero-temperature phase which has
since been dubbed a "random-singlet" phase. '

In a recent paper, " the present author used a generali-
zation of Dasgupta and Ma's method to analyze the criti-
cal behavior of random transverse Seld Ising spin chains,
which are related to two-dimensional (2D) Ising models
with couplings that are uniform along strips, but random
from strip to strip —the partially-exactly-solvable
McCoy-Wu model. ' In this paper we will extend Dasg-
upta and Ma's results on Heisenberg antiferromagnetic
chains to analyze more general antiferromagnetic spin
chains including the effects of anisotropy, the phase dia-
grams, the nature of disordered phases, and some of the
phase transitions that can occur, in particular, that from
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a localized random singlet phase to an Ising antifer-
romagnet as a function of anisotropy.

A. Model and phase diagrams

We will focus in particular on the simpler XY spin chain
for which all the [J„'] are zero and the XXZ chain with
J„"=J„":—J„ for which the total Sr' = Q„S„*is conserved.
By rotating the spin variables on alternate sites, one can
choose all the IJ„"] and [J»] to be non-negative. Nega-
tive J„' then corresponds to ferromagnetic interactions.

In the absence of randomness, there are only two pa-
rameters in the problem: the ratios of the J's. For later
convenience, we chose the asymmetric parametrization

and

2J'
b, = 1+5=

Jg+ JZ
(1.2)

(1.3)

The well-known phase diagram, ' shown in Fig. 1 has
quasi-long-range-ordered critical phases along the line
J»=J",

~
J'~ &J" (and other lines related to this by inter-

change of x, y, and z and sign changes to preserve J»,
J"& 0};phases with long-range ferro- or antiferromagnet-
ic order (with special lines along which there are no spin
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FIG. 1. Zero-temperature phase diagram of a pure spin- —' an-

tiferromagnetic spin chain as a function of the anisotropy pa-
rameters h, =2J, /( J„+J~) and a =(J„—J~ )/( J„+J~ ). The
solid lines are phase boundaries on which the correlations decay
as power laws with continuously variable exponents. On the
dashed lines, there are no quantum fluctuations in the ground
state. The point b, =1, a =1 is a Heisenberg antiferromagnetic
while 6=—1, a =0 can be transformed into a Heisenberg fer-
romagnet.

The primary systems that we will consider are random
antiferromagnetic XYZ spin- —,

' chains with nearest-

neighbor couplings with the Hamiltonian

%=+ [J„"S„"S„"+)+J„S„S„+)+J„'S„'S„'+)] . (l.l)

fluctuations in the ground state, such as large negative J,
with —J'& J", J ); and two special points with Heisen-
berg symmetry: J"=J~,J'=+J .

In the remainder of this section, we consider the e6'ects
of weak randomness. In Sec. II, the general
renormalization-group transformation is introduced and
used to analyze some of the properties of the random-
singlet phase that occurs for the random XX chain at low
temperatures. Section III is devoted to further study of
random XY chains, including the e8ects of anisotropy
and the transition from X-ordered to F-ordered phases.
In Sec. IV, the properties of XXZ antiferromagnetic
chains which have conserved ST' are studied. In particu-
lar, the properties of phase transitions from random-
singlet to Ising (Z) antiferromagnetic phases are ana-
lyzed. Finally, the results and open questions are summa-
rized in Sec. V. Detailed analysis of the RG 6xed Rows
and fixed points are relegated to the Appendix.

B. XYchain with weak randomness

An immediate question is: which of these phases are
stable to small amounts of randomness in the exchange?
We shall focus on the behavior along the lines 5= —1,
the XF chain, and a =0, the XXZ chain. Stability of oth-
er parts of the phase diagram can be similarly analyzed;
the main features are well exhibited by the two cases ana-
lyzed here.

We Srst consider adding randomness to the pure sym-
metric XX chain, which has quasi-long-range order.
Analysis of the long-wavelength low-energy effective ac-
tion by Doty and Fisher [2] showed that this point is un-
stable both to symmetric randomness in the

[J„=J„"=J»] and to random anisotropy [i.e.,
a„=(J„"—J»)j(J„"+J„)random]. The nature of the re-
sulting quasilocalized phases are analyzed in Sec. III.
They can exhibit novel properties, including —rather
surprisingly for a localized phase —power-law decay of
the average correlation functions.

In contrast, the antiferromagnetically ordered phase
for J"&J" (or vice versa) is stable to weak bounded ran-
domness due, essentially, to the existence of a gap in this
phase. Nevertheless, we shall see that stronger random-
ness in the [J„"]and [J»] will destroy the gap and con-
commitantly the "interfacial" tension between the two
equivalent antiferromagnetic states, but the long-range
order will be preserved. As a function of the mean a (or
other measure} of the anisotropy distribution, there will

be a phase transition from an antiferromagnetically or-
dered state with a staggered magnetization in the Xdirec-
tion to one with staggered magnetization in the F direc-
tion. The nature of the phase transition and anomalous
properties of the ordered phases will be analyzed in Sec.
III. [Note that if the distribution of the exchanges alter-
nates from one bond to the next, a phase with no stag-
gered magnetization can occur (rather than just a line), as
it does in the pure case with alternating exchange cou-
plings. ' In this paper we will restrict consideration to
translationally invariant distributions and thus not con-
sider such possibilities. ]
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C. XXZ chain mth weak randomness

II. RENORMALIXATION-GROUP TRANSFORMATION
AND RANDOM-SINGLET PHASES

In this section we introduce a generalization of the
renormalization-group transformation of Dasgupta and
Ma. The basic strategy is to first pick the largest cou-
pling in the system. If the local ground state of the part
of % involving this coupling is nondegenerate and the
gaps to local excited states are larger, then the effects of
the neighboring couplings can be treated perturbatively,
yielding a new effective Hamiltonian with fewer degrees
of freedom. (We will later need to generalize this to cases
where the local ground state is degenerate due to symme-
try. )

To be concrete, wc attempt to decimate in this way a
general XFZ chain by picking the bond with the largest
J„'s; we will later be more precise about how this is
defined. Denote the strongest bond n =2 with exchange
coupBngs J2 and the exchanges on the bonds on either
side J& and J3. The ground state of the local Hamiltoni-
an

%F2 3=+J~$2S3 (2.1)

In the presence of weak exchange randomness that
preserves the XY symmetry, the quasi-long-range-ordered
phase of the pure system for

~
J'~ &J is destroyed except

for the segment on the ferromagnetic side
—1 & b, = 1+5& —

—,', which is stable to weak exchange
randomness, but destroyed by stronger randomness. In
particular, the quasi-long-range-ordered Heisenberg anti-
ferromagnetic point, 5=0, is destroyed by exchange ran-
domness that preserves the Heisenberg symmetry: i.e.,
with all 5„=0but J„random. The resulting quasilocal-
ized phases with XYsymmetry are analyzed in Sec. IV.

As for the XY case, the long-range-ordered phases are
stable to weak randomness, but their nature can be
changed by stronger randomness. As a function of uni-

form anisotropy, 5, we thus expect a transition at 5=0
from a quasilocalized XX phase to a phase with Ising an-
tiferromagnetic order in the Z direction, the critical point
exhibiting full Heisenberg symmetry. If the anisotropy is
random, on the other hand, the phase transition will still
occur but will not have Heisenberg symmetry. These
transitions are analyzed in Secs. IVC and IVD. The
conservation law of Sr makes the universality class for
these quantum Ising transitions difFerent from that of the
random transverse field Ising chain analyzed previously,
which has no conservation laws.

At the opposite end of the XX phase, i.e., large nega-
tive J; there will be a transition to an Ising Z ferromag-
net. This transition will not be investigated in this paper
as it appears to have a rather different character, that is
not amenable to treatment by the methods used here.

lying states of the 1-2-3-4 chain that correspond to
S

&

=+—,', S4 =+—,', can be written in the form

4=-&+XJi4SiS4 (2.2)

with, to lowest order in J& and J3,

J)J3JX
J~+J' (2.3)

=8 [8], (2.4}

where R is a complicated functional of P. In later sec-
tions, we will consider distributions of various combina-
tions of the J's and be more precise about how the strong-
est bond is defined.

and similarly for P4'. We will generally ignore the con-
stant term in Eq. (2.2) which would, however, be needed
to obtain the ground-state energy. If J& and J3 are much
less than J2, then the operators S, 4 are essentially S& 4

up to 0(J}3/J2) corrections. If all IJ& 3j « IJz j, we
can drop the tildes on S, 4. Then Eq. (2.3) for J« is a
very good approximation and the effective Hamiltonian,
Eq. (2.2), will yield the correct ground-state, low-energy
spectrum, and low-temperature correlation functions of
S& and Sz. The recursion relation Eq. (2.3) for the
effective couplings is the basis of all the RG transforma-
tions that we will use.

In order for the perturbative expansion that yielded
Eq. (2.3) to be a good approximation, we need the energy
gaps to the other states of %F2 3 to be large compared to
the perturbations Jf 3. The gaps of the local Hamiltoni-
an, Eq. (2.1), are —,'(J~z+ J~2), —,'(J2+Jz), and —,'(J~2+ J~z };
these appear in the denominators of the J,4 in Eq. (2.3).
Thus, the perturbation expansion will be good provided
that at least two of the t Jz j are large, but will fail if only
one of the I J2 j is large compared to the IJ, 3 j. With
this condition, which will play an important role later, in
mind, we proceed with the decimation transformation by
picking the strongest bond among the set of J&4 and the
other J„with n%1, 2, or 3. Note that the J&4 are less
than the J2, thus J,4 will in all likelihood not be decimat-
ed away until a later stage.

A crucial feature of the transformation is that J,4 is

not correlated with its new neighbors Jo and J5; thus the
independence of the J„'s for different n will be preserved

by the RG transformation. As the decimation proceeds,
however, the distribution of the efFective J„(we renumber
the sites for simplicity of notation and put tildes on all
the remaining J's} will be modified and we must keep
track of the joint distribution I'(J",J «,J *;0 ) at energy
scale 0 that corresponds to the largest remaining cou-
pling in the system. The decimation will generate a Now

equation for P as Q is decreased

is a singlet provided J2+J2, J2+J2, and J~2+J2 are all
positive. We will restrict consideration here to this case.
%e can now attempt to treat the couplings J& and J3 per-
turbatively. The efFective Hamiltonian for the four low-

A. XXchain

For now, we consider the simple case of the XX chain
with
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J =J~=J
n n n

and J„'=0. The recursion relation is then simply

(2.5)

I = —lnQ (2.8)

The form of the recursion relation suggests immediate-
ly transforming to logarithmic variables and we define

(2.6) and

J,J3J=
J2

Q=maxI J I . (2.7)

where we have added tildes to all the J's since the trans-
formation is iterated. The chain clearly remains an iso-
tropic XX chain. The definition of the strongest bond is
now trivial and we define

g—:ln(Q/J ) (2.9)

so that (~0 and large g corresponds to small J. The re-
cursion relation then becomes

0=(i+4—4=4+4 (2.10)

since gz=O because J2=Q by choice of the strongest
bond. For the distribution p(g, r }dg of g at scale I', we
then have

+p(o, r)f dg f dg 5(g—g —
g )p(g, r)p((, r), (2.11)

where the Bp/Bg term arises from the change in the
definition of g in Eq. (2.9) as Q is decreased, and
p(0, I )d I is the fraction of bonds with g in the range 0 to
dl, corresponding to J in the range Q to Q(1 —dI'}.

The form of the recursion relation, Eq. (2.10), implies
that after a large fraction of the bonds have been de-
cimated, the remaining lnJ will be the sums and
difFerences of large numbers of IlnJ„ I of the bonds that
have been decimated away between the remaining spins.
Thus, we should expect the distribution of lnJ and hence

g to become broad. This behavior was found by Dasgup-
ta and Ma who studied the XXXcase which is very simi-
lar to the XXcase, as we shall see later.

A natural approach is to look for fixed point solutions
of the RG flow equations by rescaling the g by an ap-
propriate power of I'. We thus try the transformation

p(g, r)= —Q(g/r, r)1
(2.12)

and

q=g/r,
yielding

(2.13)

Po(J)— 1
(2.15}

r Q=Q+(1+„) QB B

Br BY/

+Q(O, I') f dg'Q(q', r)Q(g —g', I') . (2.14)

We then look for fixed points Q'(q} which are indepen-
dent of I so that the left-hand side of Eq. (2.14} is zero.
This fixed point equation has a one-parameter family of
solutions parametrized by Qo —=Q'(0). As shown in the
Appendix, almost all of these have a power-law tail
Q'(g)-1/g". Analysis of the flow equation, Eq. (2.14),
shows that such power-law tails are preserved by the Sow
and cannot be generated. They correspond to distribu-
tions of J's,

which are extremely singular at small J. The low-energy
behavior of chains with such singular distributions of ex-
changes is dominated by the weakest links yielding
behavior somewhat difFerent than that studied here.

In addition to these singular fixed points, there is a spe-
cial fixed point with Qo =1 and

Q'(q) =8(rl)e

This corresponds to
1 —a

a 0P(J,Q)=—0 8(Q —J )

(2.16)

(2.17)

with

1a =—= —1/lnQr (2.18)

[where we have suppressed the dependence on the initial
energy scale QI which will enter via lnQ~ln(Q/Ql )].

Note that without the change of variables, Eq. (2.13) is
not a fixed point, but it is of the form guessed by Dasgup-
ta and Ma, who found that for small a, Eq. (2.17) is "al-
most" a fixed point. The sense in which this is correct is
made precise by the rescaling and resulting fixed point
Eq. (2.16) modified by corrections to scaling arising from
irrelevant operators, which vanish for asymptotically low
energies. The stability of the fixed point Eq. (2.16) is
demonstrated in the Appendix.

In light of the approach of the distribution of lnJ to the
very broad distribution associated with the fixed point,
we can reexamine the validity of the approximations
made in the RG decimation. For a distribution of the
form Eq. (2.17), the probability that one of the neighbors
of the strongest bond with J=Q has J&CQ for some
C&1 is 1 —C =2aln(l/C) for small a. Thus, as the
decimation proceeds, the probability that the lowest-
order perturbative expression for the efFective Hamiltoni-
an Eq. (2.6) is not good decreases as a = 1/I and becomes
asymptotically zero at the fixed point. Furthermore,
when I increases by a factor of 2 (corresponding to a
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huge e fold decrease in Q), the fraction of "bad" de-
cimations is of order 1/I . This strongly suggests that,
provided one can get safely through the initial regime
where the distribution of lnJ's is not broad, the
renormalization-group transformation will become exact
asymptotically.

The initial relevance of weak randomness at low ener-
gies found from field-theoretic methods (Sec. I B) suggests
that, for any nontrivial distribution of J's, the XX system
will fiow at low energies into the basin of attraction of the
strong randomness fixed point. Although ruling out
effects of errors in the RG decimation and development
of correlations between the J„'s is difficult, comparison of
the results we obtain with exact results on XX chains [3]
and other cases discussed later strongly support this con-
jecture. ' We will thus proceed on the basis of this can-
jecture and analyze its consequences.

B. Random-singlet phase

dn
—2QO

dI I
implying that

1nr= e
2QO

1

p2

(2.19)

(2.20)

The typical distance between the remaining spins is thus

From the form of the decimation procedure, the nature
of the resulting phase of the random XX chain should be
clear: it is very similar to that found by Dasgupta and
Mas for the XXX case. At low energies, the system con-
sists of pairs of spins which are coupled together into
singlets over arbitrarily long distances, as shown
schematically in Fig. 2. It has thus been dubbed a
"random single-t phase. "' The long singlet bonds are
typically much weaker than the short ones and the singlet
bonds cannot cross. If the distribution of the bare ex-
change couplings were narrow, then the physics at ener-
gies of order the initial J's would cause the spin —,objects
which make up the low-energy singlets to be spread out
over a number of lattice sites, however at long-length
scales the picture would still be the satne.

The first question which we must address is how to
determine the relation between energy and length scales,
which should yield the strengths of the long bonds. This
is simplest to do by calculating the fraction of spins n r
which are left at a given energy scale Q=e ". When I
is increased by dI, a fraction 2p(0, I )dI' of the spins left
at scale I are decimated since there are equal numbers of
couplings and spins and each decimated coupling re-
moves two spins and replaces three couplings by one
effective coupling. Since near the fixed point
p(O, I }=Q(O,I )/I =Qo /I, we have

Lr — -I —[ln(1/Q) ]
1

nr
(2.21)

We will later analyze the distribution of the bond lengths.
The result that I -~L could perhaps have been anti-

cipated: each lnJ is a sum, with alternating signs, of a
series of lnJ„. If there were no correlation between which
spins remained at scale I and the J„'s appearing in the
sum, the sum would be an asymptotically Gaussian ran
dom variable with mean zero and variance
L[(lnJ) —(lnJ) ], i.e., I'-~L. The way the decimation
proceeds changes the distribution of the lnJ but preserues
the ~L scaling.

One immediate consequence of the scaling of lengths
with energy is the form of the susceptibility at low tem-
peratures. As long as Q&) T, the excitations of the de-
cimated pairs of spins will only be weakly excited by
thermal fluctuations and can be ignored. When Q « T,
on the other hand, all the remaining spins are coupled
with J's « T so that they are essentially free and will con-
tribute a Curie term to the magnetic susceptibility in any
direction. Most of the activity at low energies takes place
on an exponentially broad distribution of energy scales so
that to logarithmic accuracy we can just stop the decima-
tion at scale Q =T and find the susceptibility

nr 1 11+0
T T[ln(QI/T)] lnT

(2.22)

1 3 1N(E)-
i i

ln (2.23)

from which Eq. (2.22} follows by integrating over energies
up to E—T. To the best of the author's knowledge, the
result for Xi is new. It is less natural in the fermion rep-
resentation due to the nonlocal mapping from S"'"opera-
tors to Fermi operators. The agreement of the g, (T)
behavior found here with the exact results lends support
to the procedure used here and also to its generality for
all well-behaved distributions of J„'s.

Some information on the spin correlations in the
ground state can be readily gleaned from the RG. Pro-
vided that the effective spin- —, objects at low energies

where I'r = [ln(QI/T)] and the error terms come from
energy scales of order T and possibly from other
sources. '

The result Eq. (2.22) for X, has been found previously
using the exact solvability of the XXchain via mapping it
to free fermions. In particular, from an elegant argu-
ment, Eggarter and Riedinger derived the form for the
density of states of the fermions

FIG. 2. A schematic of the random-singlet ground state. Each spin forms a singlet pair with another spin indicated by the con-
necting "bond" lines. Most pair with nearby spins, but pairs with arbitrarily long distances separating the two spins also exist. Note
that the bonds do not cross each other.
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have finite extent (which we will argue below is the case)
the long-range bonds imply that some pairs of widely
separated spins have strong O(1) correlations. The prob-
ability that a given pair of spins S; and S form a singlet
pair is proportional to the probability that both are not
yet otherwise engaged at the energy scale I," at which
I.„—~i j—

~
S.ince the probability that i survives until I

fJ

and j survives until I are roughly independent until
I -I;, the probability that both survive is roughly
nf.~i

—j ~
. If both survive until this scale, there is a

tJ

good chance that they will form a singlet pair. The re-
sulting rare singlet pairs, which are strongly correlated,
yield lower bounds for the mean correlations and, as we
shall argue below, actually dominate the mean correla
tions. Thus, we conclude that

—kI . .
tJlowest-energy scale involved and thus be of order e

with a somewhat difFerent O(1) coefficient k in the ex-
ponential.

Thus, we conclude that typically,

(2.25)

for large ~i
—j ~. Indeed, we conjecture that

—ln~ CJ ~
/(i —j}' conuerges in distribution to a nontrivi-

al distribution for large ~i
—j~. The rare pairs which

dominate the average C," will be in the negligible-weight
tail of the distribution for large ~i

—j ~; these need not,
indeed do not, scale as Eq. (2.25). This extreme difference
between average and typical correlations is a hallmark of
randomness dominated phases; it is. especially pro-
nounced in quantum systems. '

(2.24)

Surprisingly, we have found power-law decay of the mean
correlations in this disordered localized phase. The de-

cay is faster than in the absence of randomness, for which

~ (S; S~ )
~

—
~i j~—, and is due to completely different

physics: the efFects of rare correlations of local spins rath-
er than the effects of long-wavelength spin-wave-like exci-
tations.

The correlations between typical pairs of widely
separated spins in the random-singlet phase are, in con-
trast, very weak. A typical pair of widely separated
spina, ij, will have a spin between them, say n, which was
decimated at a scale I'„of order, say, I,"/2. When this
decimation occurred, the spin S„became strongly corre-
lated with one of the other remaining spins (which was
one of its efFective neighbors at scale I „), but only very
weakly correlated to its other effective neighbor at scale
I'„. This is because the coupling to the weak-side neigh-—kI„
bor is smaller by a factor of order e " with k of O(1)
but varying from one scale-I „spin to another. This
weak effective coupling induces correlations only of the
same order. The spin S„ thus can only "transmit" corre-—kI „lations with magnitude of order e " from its weak-side
efFective neighbors. This implies that the correlation be-
tween S; and SJ will be no larger than this; indeed on a
logarithmic scale, it will, in fact, be dominated by the

C. Distribution of bond lengths

T=l, +12+13 (2.26)

This must be combined with the recursion relation for
g, Eq. (2.10), to obtain the needed distribution. Naively,
since the recursion relations for g and $ are not directly
coupled, one might have expected the renormalized {II
and I/I to be independent at each stage of the renormal-
ization. This is not, in fact, the case: If a renormalized
bond has an atypically large g, it is likely to have arisen
from adding up an atypically large number of g„'s, i.e., to
be in a region where more bonds have been decimated
away. This implies that it will also have atypically large
l. Thus, we expect that g and I will be positively correlat-
ed. Note, however, that the independence of diferent re-
normalized bonds is still maintained. We thus must ana-
lyze the joint distribution p(g, I; I')d gdl of g and I at scale
I, treating, for simplicity, I as a continuous variable.

From the recursion relations, we find that

The heuristic arguments presented above for the prob-
ability of finding long singlet bonds can be placed on a
firmer footing by directly calculating the distribution of
bond lengths I at a log-energy scale I . The recursion re-
lation for the new bond lengths when bond "2" is de-
cimated is very simple, merely

+ f dl, f dl, f dl, f dg, f d(35(g —g, —g3)5(I I, —I, —I, )—

Xp(0, 1;I')p($„1,; I )p(g, I;I ) . (2.27)

For convenience, we introduce the simpler notation for
convolutions over I, or g and I, and , respectively.

I lg
Equation (2.27) then becomes

+p(0, . ) S p S p
Bp Bp (2.28)

I lg

with the "." in p(0, ~ ) denoting the dummy variable (12)
to be convoluted in Eq. (2.27). As in the absence of I, we

again look for fixed points by rescaling

i)=g/I and A, =I /I " (2.29}

K —2 (2.30)

and adjust K to find well-behaved fixed points. From the
fact that the fraction of spins remaining is nI- —I,we

anticipate that l —I so that
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Rescaling, we look for distributions of the form

p(g, i)=,Q(g/r, i/r'}=, Q(&,z)1 1

A (g) =
—,'in' —ln sinh+g

(2.31) yielding

(2.40)

with

I =3Q+(1+ri) +2k, +Q(0, .) e Q e Q
a a a
Bl BY) M, i, i,v

(2.32)

Q(n, P)= —q~y cosh' y

sinh&@

Integrating over g and writing

(2.41)

(2.42)

r =o. (2.33)

Laplace transforming in A. to

Q(il, y)—:f e ~ Q(ri, A, )dA,
0

we have the fixed point equation

Q+(I+ri) —2P +Q(0 F)Q( 4) Q( S)=0.
Brl ay

(2.34)

(2.35}

After some exploration, a solution of the follawing form
can be guessed:

g( y) e A(g)+2'(dA/+) —v (2.36)

with the ri(B/Bri) and A(B/BA, ) terms arising from
Bp/BI'. Here we have dropped the explicit I' dependence
of Q and p; fixed paints have no such dependence, i.e.,

we thereby obtain for the distribution of bond lengths l at
scale I',

ly

Pr(l;I )=
c —iao 2$'t cashl vy

(2.43)

From the nearest singularity to the origin in the complex
y plane, we see that for large l » I',

Pr(l I )-e '2~4r"i

We must now ask whether the fixed-point distribution

Q of Eq. (2.41) is stable and whether other fixed points
exist. In the Appendix, the flows and fixed-point condi-
tion are analyzed in detail and it is concluded that the
fixed point found above is the only fixed point which can
arise with the initial I„sbeing equal (or distributed with
a finite mean), and the absence of a power-law tail in the

g distribution. Other fixed points with different a' do also
exist, hawever, these correspond to the very singular dis-
tributions ofJ, Eq. (2.15), mentioned earlier.

This requires that A satisfy

d A—2g —4j +e "—1=0
2

with, since

(2.37)

D. Finite-temperature correlations

The distribution of bond lengths at scale I gives infor-
mation on the correlation functions at finite tempera-
tures. If the renormalization is stopped when

Q(ri, g =0)=Q'(g) =e

the boundary condition that

(2.38) I =I'r =ln(Qt/T), (2.45)

A(/=0}=0, (2.39)

which fixes A up to an averall scale change in g that cor-
responds to the overall length scale. After chaosing this
scale for convenience, Eq. (2.37) has the solution

the longest existing singlet bonds will dominate the mean
correlation function C," for large ~)i

—j~. The longest
bonds that have formed will form at the last stages when
I & I'r. The distribution of these corresponds to ri=0 in
Eq. (2.41) so that

C;.(T)-Pr bond length=l=~i —j~ bond formed at scale I r
Iy~

~ ~

+. gy I T y —HI/r~-e
2~i' sinh(l r~y )

(2.46)

for )i —j ~
&&I'z., yielding the thermal correlation length

gz. — ln (2.47)

with a nonuniversal coefBcient that depends on the
behavior at scales & Qr. Note that this is not the correla-
tion length that might have been expected from a simple
analysis in terms of the free-fermion representation of the

r
gz' ln (2.48)

One expects that the correlation length of Eq. (2.48) will
determine the "typical" correlations, i.e.,

XX chain: That would have suggested a correlation
length gr of order the "localization length" (defined by
the Lyapunov exponent) at energy E—T yielding [3]
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—lnC,"(T)
with probability one4 (2.49)

a logarithmic scale by

]+a„a„=—ln( J„"/J»)=ln

and

(Ref. 17). Again, as at zero temperature, the mean corre-
lations are dominated by very atypical pairs of spins that
form anomalously long bonds with energies ~ T.

(3.4)

III. XYCHAIN
J—:QJ"J»

with

(3.5)

In this section, we begin to consider the effects of an-
isotropy by studying the properties of the random XF
chain with Hamiltonian

and

g„=ln(Q/J„) (3.6)

%'= —g (J„"S„"S„"+,+J»S»S»~, ) (3.1) 0=—maxJ„. (3.7)

for various distributions of J„"and J». In the XYcase, we
can rotate some of the spins so as to make all the interac-
tions ferromagnetic, and we have done so and chosen the
opposite sign convention to earlier so that all the J„"are
positive and ferromagnetic. This is more convenient for
analyzing the X- or Y-ordered phases which now become
ferromagnetic. If alternate spins are rotated by 180'
about the z axis, the results for the antiferromagnetic case
can be recovered trivially.

We will consider distributions of the J„"for which the

I J„") are independent for different bonds, but may be
correlated on the same bond, i.e., J„" and J„" are not in-

dependent. The most obvious way to proceed with the
decimation RG is to choose the largest of the full set of
I J„"I,say J2 and decimate the corresponding bond. The
perturbative recursion relations are

and (3.2)

JR~3JP=
JX

2

If the distributions are broad, then the perturbative ex-
pansion is good for J because of the large denominator,
but may be bad for J" if J»2 &Jf or J»2 &J3. Physically,
this is because the spins S, and Sz, coupled by J2, can
have nearly degenerate ground states

~

~ ) and
~

~ ) (with
the spins quantized in the x direction) with a splitting —,J2
between the odd (singlet) ground-state combination of
these and the even combination of them. We will later
see that in some cases, this problem can be handled by a
somewhat different route, however the present approach
will not work unless, with high probability, both J2 and
J~2 are &&Jy J], J3, and J3. This will be valid if the J's
are broadly distributed, but the anisotropies

(3.3)

are, in an appropriate sense, small.

A. Weak anisotropy

We thus first consider the elects of weak anisotropy,
a„. It will be convenient to define the local anisotropy on

The recursion relations, Eq. (3.2), become

J)J3J=
J2

so that

(3.8)

and

k=(i+4 (3.9)

a=a&+a2+a3 . (3.10)

B. Uniform anisotropy

If all the a„'s are the same sign, corresponding to uni-

form anisotropy, then the behavior will be similar to that
of the bond lengths. Thus, the renormalized anisotropies
a will scale as at with a the mean bare anisotropy.
When a becomes of order I, the width of the ln( J "/J ")
distribution becomes of order that of the lnJ" distribu-
tion and the perturbative approximation breaks down.
At this point, for a) 0 most of the J"'s will be bigger
than most of the J 's (or vice versa for a & 0}and the sys-
tem will start to show long-range order in S", with the
IS„"Ijoining together to form spin clusters as discussed in
more detail below. The correlation length associated
with the resulting X-ferro —F-ferro transition at the iso-
tropic point a =0 scales as the crossover scale I, yield-
ing

Although the recursion relations for g and a are separate,
correlations will develop between them (as for g and 1 in
the previous section), since the magnitudes of both are
affected by the number of bonds which have been de-
cimated to obtain a particular g and a. If the distribution
of a is much narrower than the distribution of g, which
will obtain at least at intermediate energies if the anisot-
ropy is initially very weak, then the perturbative expan-
sion of Eqs. (3.2) is good and it does not make a substan-
tial difference whether the largest J„or the largest J„"is
chosen to be decimated. We must in any case keep track
of the joint distribution p( g, a;0}of g and a; again within
the perturbative approximation, the (g„,a„) pairs will be
independent for different (renormalized) bonds n Note.
that the pair of RG equations (3.9) and (3.10) are identi-
cal to those analyzed earlier, Eqs. (2.10) and (2.25), for
the bond lengths.
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(3.11)

with v„=2. The resulting spontaneous magnetization

&S"&-a " (3.12)

(3.14)

is determined by the number of spins remaining at this
scale which is of order 1/g„ implying

(3.13}

This might have been anticipated from the behavior of
the spin correlations at the isotropic transition point.
From scaling, we expect for tT small and r large

D. Strong random anisotropy

We now turn to the opposite limit of strong random
XFanisotropy. The simplest case to analyze is where the
J„"and J„"are independently random with either the same
distribution corresponding to statistical rotational sym-
metry, or slightly different distributions corresponding to
the effects of a weak uniform anisotropy in addition to
the strong random anisotropy. In this limit, the RG de-
cimation procedure used so far breaks down and a
different decimation analysis is needed.

To do this it is useful to divide the XY chain into two
decoupled transverse field Ising chains. For notational
convenience, we number the bonds in the original chain
by n and the spins S„"+i/z. We then define two sets of
Pauli spin matrices, as follows:

with, for a&0, f+ -(r/gz ) for large r yielding
p„=v„. Although, as we shall see below, this X-Y tran-
sition is related to that of the random transverse field Is-
ing spin chain analyzed previously, " it is in a different
universality class, as can be seen from the different ex-
ponent P. The full crossover from isotropic random
singlet to X (or Y) ferromagnetically ordered phases is
difficult to analyze by the present methods, although it
may be possible using the Ising decomposition discussed
below.

2'
o'2„= g (2Sj",/~),

j=1

o2n 2n —i/2 2n + i/2

2n+1
H2 +i= g (2S i/g)

j=1
cx

+2n + 1 4 2~n +1/2S2n +3/2

This transformation is illustrated in Fig. 3.
The inverse transformation is

(3.15)

C. Weak random anisotroyy

If the a„are random in sign with a symmetric distribu-
tion corresponding to statistical rotational symmetry,
then the symmetry of the distribution must be preserved
by the RG flows. Thus, we must find another, sym-
metric, fixed point of the recursion relations Eqs. (3.9}
and (3.10). From the general analysis in the Appendix,
we see that the naive expectation that the a„'s add rough-

ly like random variables yields the correct scaling (al-
though not the correct distribution due to the correla-
tions between the a's and g's). The width of the distribu-
tion, o', grows as Qlr -I which is the same growth as
the width of the (one-sided) distribution of g. Thus, if we
rescale all lnJ's with I, the random anisotropy is seen to
be marginal.

In principle, one might try to perform a calculation
valid to higher order in the a's to try and determine
whether random anisotropy is marginally relevant, ir-
relevant, or truly marginal. This would entail handling
correctly the formation of spin clusters when, e.g.,
J2 »J1, J3 but J2 ((J"„J3so that the perturbative re-
cursion relations, Eq. (3.2), break down. This might be
possible via the decomposition method used below, but it
is likely to be rather complicated and we have not at-
tempted to carry this out. At this point, then, the
behavior for weak random anisotropy is unclear. %e
shall see in the next subsection, however, that for strong
random XY anisotropy the behavior is definitely distinct
from the isotropic XXcase.

+Z Z~ 2n + 1/2 I+2n ' 2n + 1 &

QZ Z
2n —1/2 I ' 2n —1+2n

S»
n

2n+i/2 2+2n 2n+i 2 II +2j —io2j
j=1

(3.16)

y 1
S2n —1/2 2 o2n —lan +1 Q +2j 2+2j —I—

J=2

where we have introduced dual variables o, F,

K, K5
Ii

v
J4

«J ~ ~V» ~J~ «J~» «J»' «J ~
5 5

—K0

ht

I(

hl

QTI

hs

FIG. 3. Illustration of the transformation from an X-Y spin

chain, shorn in the center, to two decoupled Ising spin chains.
The couplings J2„+l and J2„ofthe X-Y spin chain become, re-

spectively, the couplings K2„+&
and K2„between o2„cr&„+2and

,Hz„+,. The couplings Jf„and J$„+,become, respectively,

transverse fields h2„n2„and h2„+, r~„+,.
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—X X Xcr2J+1=cr2J.cr2J+2 ~

y ——x+2j +2j —1~2j +1

+2j +2j —1+2j + 1

+2j + 1 +2j +2j +2

The Hamiltonian becomes

with

+K 2n+1~2n+2n +2+h 2n+2n ]

and

E =—'J'
n g n

g [K2n+2n —1+2n+1+h2n+lr2n+1

(3.17)

(3.18)

(3.19}

neighboring bonds. Thus, the current decimation pro-
cedure is much more general and can, in principle, be
used to handle general forms of XY anisotropy. For the
isotropic case, the two chains are decimated in exactly
opposite ways with a spin being decimated on the cr chain
whenever the corresponding bond is decimated on the ~
chain. In general, the decimations on the two chains will

proceed separately, but, with correlations between J„"and
J„", they will not be independent and the analysis will be
complicated, since the correlations of the XY chain will
involve correlations of both the Ising chains.

In the limit of independent [J„"I and j J»}, the two
chains can be decimated independently with the resulting
correlation functions of the two chains being independent
of each other. We focus on the XX correlations natural
in the o, ~ variables. The Ising correlation function

h =-'J» .n 4 n

Ij —= (o",o,") (3.23)

(3.20}

coupling spin 1 to spin 3. If K2 is decimated

and

1 3

K2
(3.21)

Pl =Pl ) +Pl 3 (3.22)

with the effective transverse ( Y) field h acting to flip the
spin cluster which has moment m in the X direction.

The RG recursions relations for J" can be seen to be
identical to those found directly for the XY chain with an
important difference: since we are, in general, now de-
cimating only "part" of each bond of the original XY
chain at each step, the condition for validity of the new
recursion relations is just that the decimated part of the
bond be much stronger than the opposite part (i.e., X in-
stead of Y or vice versa) of the neighboring bonds. This
is in contrast to the more restrictive condition needed
earlier that both parts (i.e., J" and J ) of the decimated
bond be much greater than both parts of each of the

We can alternatively write & in terms of the dual vari-
ables cr, r whereupon K„=—,

' J» and h„=—,
' J„",the duality

thus manifesting the symmetry between X and Y.
The Hamiltonian, Eq. (3.18), is the sum of two decou-

pled random transverse field Ising chains. There can be
decimated separately, by the procedure developed in Ref.
[11]. The largest of the set of the [h2„+„K2„] is de-

cimated. If a large h is decimated, a r spin is eliminated
and an effective new bond formed coupling second-
nearest neighbors. If instead a large K is decimated, a
spin cluster is -formed, which acts like a "super spin" with

magnetic moment, m, equal to the sum of the moments of
the two spin-cluster components that have been joined to-
gether by the decimation so that m is the number of un-

decimated "active" spins in the cluster. The o spins are
handled similarly.

The recursion relation when, e.g., h, is decimated is

will be small unless the two spins are active in the same
spin cluster at some length scale; if they are, their corre-
lations will be of order 1 (somewhat reduced by the small
scale, high-energy fluctuations}. Results for the mean I,
have thereby been obtained in considerable detail else-
where. " On the critical manifold of the Ising chain,
which corresponds to the statistically isotropic manifold
of the XYchain,

(3.24)

with

1++'S
2

(3.25)

the golden mean. This arises from the number of active
spins, m, in a cluster at scale I (and length scale -I 2)

growing as m -I &." For the XYchain with independent
random anisotropy we therefore obtain

(3.26)

(3.27)

with v~ =2 similar to the behavior near the isotropic

the mean correlation function being dominated by pairs of
spins which are active in the same cluster in both the o.

and r chains. Note that C;j thus decays more slowly than
for the isotropic case, a somewhat surprising result since
the system would appear to be more random and more
disordered. Indeed, the mean correlations actually decay
more slowly than in the nonrandom XXX chain (and the
XXZ chain with J' slightly less than J»). The decay, Eq.
(3.26}, is slow enough that its Fourier transform, the
structure factor C(q), diverges at the antiferromagnetic
wave vector.

From the Ising chain analysis, we can also deduce the
behavior in the presence of a small amount of mean bias,
a, of the anisotropy. For a)0, the system has 1ong-
range ferromagnetic order in the X direction with a
correlation length for small a
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fixed point. The spontaneous X magnetization behaves in

a difFerent way, however, with exponent
the rotational invariance about the Z axis.

I1„=—,'(4 —2$)v„=3—v 5 . (3.28)
A. XXXchain

E. Comparison with exact results

So far, we have analyzed spin chains which are
equivalent to noninteracting Fermi systems. Because of
the nonlocal nature of the Jordan-Wigner transformation,
however, extracting spin correlations from the fermion
representation is notoriously difficult and most of the re-
sults we have obtained are new. Nevertheless, compar-
ison with some of the few known exact results are useful
to check our inexact method to see that it does, as
claimed, yield exact universal properties at low energies
and long-length scales.

As mentioned previously, the result for the low-
temperature susceptibility of the XX chain agrees with
earlier results. A far more sensitive check involves com-
parisons with exact calculations of McCoy's's for a semi-
infinite random transverse field Ising chain. He obtained
the mean boundary magnetization

Ms(Hs ) = (o 0) (3.29)

as a function of a boundary field Hs in the X direction,
which acts only on spin 0. As shown elsewhere, " this
function can be computed in the scaling limit (near to the
transition in small field) by our method. The whole re-
sulting function agrees, up to nonuniversal coefficients,
with the scaling limit extracted from McCoy's results.
The distribution of lnllfs(Hs=0) in the ordered phase
near the critical point" also agrees with McCoy's results
confirming the validity of our approach for calculating
typical as well as average behavior.

One of the advantages of the present method is that its
success (or failure) does not depend on the free-fermion
nature or even on solvability in any other known sense.
It can thus also be applied to systems, as we shall now
see, for which almost nothing can be computed exactly.

IV. XXZ CHAINS

%e now turn to an analysis of the interesting random
XXZ antiferromagnetic chains for which the Z com-
ponent of the total magnetization ST is conserved due to

In this independent J" and J~ case, one can also analyze
the correlation functions and other properties from the
equivalent Ising results. In particular, one can show ex-

plicitly that the mean correlation function does indeed
decay exponentially with a correlation length gz."

In principle, one could analyze the effects of weak
correlations between the J„"and J» to see if they grow or
shrink under renormalization. This would help resolve
the question of what happens between the random isotro-
pic XX fixed point and the independently random statisti-
cally isotropic fixed-point analyzed above; a fixed line
with continuously variable exponents or a How towards
one or the other of these two fixed points are the sim-

plest, although by no means the only, scenarios. We
leave this for future investigation.

The random antiferromagnetic Heisenberg {or XXX)
chain, analyzed by Dasgupta and Ma, behaves very simi-
larly to the XX chain discussed above. The primary
difFerence is that the recursion relation becomes

(4.1)

B. Weak I' coupling

We first show that weak S'S' interactions are ir-
relevant about the isotropic random XX fixed point. The
recursion relations are

(4.2)

and

JiiJl~Jl
J2+J' (4.3}

where we see that for J'((J, the J recursion relation is
approximately independent of J'. Defining

JZ
n

n (4.4)

we have

1+52
2

(4.5}

which become

2
(4.6)

for weak anisotropy. On a logarithmic scale, Eq. (4.6} is
simply an additive recursion relation with a constant shift
which will be negligible for the broad distributions that
occur. The pair of recursion relation for

g:—ln(Q/J ) (4.7)

when the strong bond "2"is decimated.
On a logarithmic scale, on which the distribution of lnJ

becomes broad, the extra additive ln —,
' that modifies the g

recursion relation Eq. (2.10) becomes negligible at large
scales and the fixed point has the same form as the XX
case. The qualitative properties of the phase are also
similar except that Xi/X„which is nonuniversal for the
XX case, will of course be exactly one for the Heisenberg
case.

At this point, it would be natural to guess that there
will be a fixed line for the XXZ chain running from the
XXX point to the XX point, and perhaps beyond. As we
shall now see, this is not the case: random planar (XY)
anisotropy about the Heisenberg point is relevant and the
system flows at long scales to the XX fixed point.
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and ink,

0=0i+4
and

(4.8)

ink =ink&+lnh3

we have already encountered before, for the magnetic
moments of spin clusters of the transverse field Ising
chain at the critical point Eq. (3.22). We thus expect
that the width of the distribution of lnb, grows as I ~.

Thus, the typical b, vanishes as e '", corresponding to,
at length scale l-I, lnb, ——i~, so that toeak J' cou-
pling is strongly irreleuant independent of its sign. (Note
that this agrees with the intuition that interactions be-
tween fermions, which are proportional to J' in the fer-
mion representation of the XXZ chain, are irrelevant in a
localized phase. ) As we shall see below, however, strong
J' coupling is quite a difFerent matter.

JIJlJl
J2

J)J3J~~
2J

(4.14)

yielding, with

J =QJ J'

irrelevant and the quasi-long-range-ordered phase of the
pure system persists; and for 6(—1 where the system
becomes ferromagnetic.

For uniaxial Ising anisotropy, the behavior is more in-
teresting. Beyond the scale I U, the system becomes
strongly anisotropic but singlets will still form since with
large J2, we can have J2 »J2 but still usually J2 »J;,
J3 since at scale I U, J„'-J„but J2/J, is typically of or-

der e . In this intermediate regime we have

C. Weak anisotropy about the XXXchain

We may similarly analyze the behavior of weak anisot-
ropy about the Heisenberg XXXfixed point. Defining

J)J3
(4.15)

JZ

Pl JJ
n

(4.9)

and

2
(4.16)

and

g„:—ln(A/J„),

we have

5=5,+53+ ,'5, —

(4.10)
so that for large ~ink, „~,

1nh=lnb &+inbz+1nb, 3 .

A convenient definition of g is then

g:—ln(Q/J )

(4.17)

(4.18)

and

5-r U5

with 5 the initial mean anisotropy and

1+&7
U

(4.12)

(4.13)

——1/A, UAt sc»«U —
~5~ the anisotropies become of order

unity and Eq. (4.12) is no longer valid. Beyond this scale,
there is an asymmetry between positive, uniaxial (Ising-
like) and negative, planar (XF-like) anisotropy.

For planar anisotropy, the recursion relation Eq. (4.5},
for I » I U, becomes that for small b„Eq. (4.6), analyzed
above and the system Qows rapidly to the XX fixed point.
Thus we see that the whole fixed line between the XX and
XXX points of the pure system coIlapses, in the presence
of randomness, to the random XX fixed point. For nega-
tive 4, this collapse also occurs except in the case of weak
randomness and —1(h( —

—,
' for which randomness is

(4.11)

for small {5„{.This case is intermediate between two of
the cases analyzed previously. If the anisotropy is uni-

form so that all (or most) 5's are the same sign, then the
methods of the Appendix yield a one-sided fixed-point
distribution for 5 with both mean and width growing as

yielding Eq. (2.10) for g. These recursion relations are
valid as long as the distribution of in' is much narrower

than that of g. From the analysis of the addition of
lengths in Sec. II C, we see that the width of the distribu-

tion of anisotropy becomes, for I » I U,

lnb, — r '
(4.19}

IU

since the width is of order unity at scale I'U. The g dis-

tribution still has width —I . The process of singlet for-

mation thus only breaks down when I —I x with

in', ( I x ) —g( I x ) yielding
2

(4.20}
rU

so that, from Eq. (4.11),

(4.21)

This corresponds to a length scale —I ~ thereby yielding
a correlation length for small initial Ising anisotropy 6,

(4.22}
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4 8

1+v'7 (4.23}

Beyond this length scale, analogy with the transverse field
Ising case suggests that the Z components of the remain-
ing spins start grouping together into clusters leading to
spontaneous staggered Z magnetization M,' of order the
fraction of spins remaining active at scale g, i.e., for small
positive anisotropy 5

M,*-5i' (4.24)

with P=v. It may be possible to analyze this regime by a
different decimation procedure, more analogous to refer-
ence, "but this has not yet been accomplished.

What we have found here is the behavior of the transi-
tion from an XX random-singlet phase through a Heisen-
berg random-singlet critical point to an Ising antifer-
romagnetically ordered phase as a function of anisotropy
applied to an initially isotropic Heisenberg spin chain. In
the next subsection, we consider the same transition in
the more general case of random anisotropy for which
the critical point does not have Heisenberg symmetry.

with

(4.26)

Thus random anisotropy is relevant at the XXX ran-
dom singlet fixed point. When the renormalized width o s
becomes of order unity, the weak anisotropy approxima-—1/kRtion breaks down. This occurs when I -I z-o&
corresponding to a crossover length scale, in terms of the
initial o &,

2/A, R
CTg

(4.27)

Beyond this length scale, or if the bare anisotropy is not
small, the anisotropy renormalizes in a different, asym-
metric, way. Defining

D —=ink=in(J'/J ), {4.28)

D. Random anisotropy XXZ chain

We now consider the general transition from an XX
random-singlet phase to an Ising antiferromagnet as a
function of random anisotropy that preserves the rota-
tional invariance about the Z axis. Before doing this, we
first show that the XXX fixed point is unstable to random
XXZ anisotropy.

The recursion relations for weak anisotropy were de-
rived above, Eqs. (4.11}. We are now interested, howev-
er, in 5„s which are random in sign. The recursion rela-
tions for weak anisotropy are symmetric in 5~—5 so we
search for a scaling solution for the distribution of 5
which is symmetric in 5 (rather than the one-sided distri-
bution relevant above). From the Appendix we see that
such even distributions have width mrs which scales as

RI R (4.25)

D =D, +D3+max{Dz, O) (4.29)

when bond "2" is decimated. The condition for the va-
lidity of the recursion relation Eq. (4.29) is that the width
of the D distribution, oz, remain much smaller than the
width, I, of the distribution of /=in(Q/J). [Note that
only large positive D cause problems since they make the
perturbative recursion relation for J', Eq. (4.1), fail. ] Be-
cause of the nature of the recursion relation for X, Eq.
(4.29}, the general methods of the Appendix cannot be
used directly. Nevertheless, we can still search for scal-
ing solutions for the distribution of D with width

v -r~. (4.30)

Examination of the recursion relation Eq. (4.29) and our
previous results immediately yields two scaling solutions:
One of these only has support for positive D, so that the
recursion relation becomes like that for the bond lengths
and thus 1(|=/+=2. Likewise, another solution only has
support for negative D so that Eq. (4.29) reduces to the
form Eq. (3.22) for the moments of transverse field Ising
spin clusters yielding g=g =(I+v 5)/2. These two
fixed points are both stable. If we start with a distribu-
tion which has both positive and negative D„s, it will
generically fiow to either one or the other of these. How-
ever, there must be a critical manifold in between which
does not fiow to either but instead to a random anisotropy
critical axed point in which we are interested Alth. ough
this fixed point has not been found analytically, a useful
bound can be obtained for i'.

Consider a more general recursion relation for the res-
caled variable

8—=D/r~,

g=gi+g3+max(g2, M) .

(4.31)

(4.32)

either P & 1

or g) —,'[1+(13—4v 5)' ]=1.507,

and

P& —'[1+(13+ 5)' ) =2.842 .

(4.33)

(4.34)

For the critical fixed point at M =0 to be continuously
connected to that at M= —~, it must thus have /&1
[the other, large f, domain of Eq. (4.34) includes both g+
and g ]. This implies that the width of the D distribu-
tion,

For M=O this has the desired form of Eq. (4.29), while
for M~—~ the recursion relation simplifies to
8 8i+ 82+ 83 For any M, we expect that there will be a
stable fixed point with most 8 positive and one with most
8 negative, as well as a critical fixed point separating the
basins of attraction of these. For M= —~, the critical
fixed point is found by the methods of the Appendix; it
has f( —oo )=1. Since changing M is not a singular per-
turbation, we expect g(M) to be a continuous function of
M. In the Appendix, we prove that for any finite nonpos-
itive M, all fixed point distributions have

we have 0D-I&«I (4.35)
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so that the perturbative renormalization group remains
valid at this random anisotropy critical fixed point.

If the mean anisotropy, 5, is varied from XY-like to Is-
inglike, the system will undergo a phase transition from
an XX random-singlet phase to an Ising antiferromagnet
at some critical value of anisotropy 5„which is, in gen-
eral, not equal to zero. Near to this transition, the
behavior will be controlled by the critical fixed point dis-
cussed above. We parametrize the distance from the
transition by

(4.36)

On a logarithmic scale this corresponds roughly to taking
D„~D„+e For. small e, the growth of the asymmetry
of the distribution of random anisotropies will be con-
trolled by the (unique) unstable eigenvalue, A, , about the
critical fixed point distribution with the D scaled as I ~,
i.e., the renormalized e defined on a logarithmic scale,
will grow as

(4.37)

When Z becomes of order the (logarithmic) width crD of
the distribution at the critical fixed point Eq. (4.30), most
of the distribution will become strongly asymmetric with
D either mostly positive or mostly negative. This occurs
when I'- I,with

(4.38)

Beyond this scale the anisotropies will grow with ex-
ponent g+ depending on the sign of e.

We first discuss the simpler behavior on the XX side of
the transition. On scales beyond I „the singlet pairs that
form are primarily of XX character (which could be
probed, in principle, by the anisotropy of local ac suscep-
tibilities) but the variations of J from one pair to another
are still much larger than the variations in the anisotro-
pies. Beyond I'„ the overall anisotropy grows as

(4.39)

and becomes of order I when I —I ~ with

(4.40}

(4.41)

until Z- I, which occurs for I —I ~ with

I 6 (2 g)/A, (4.42)

At this scale, the log anisotropies are comparable to the
width of the lnJ distribution at which point the energy
denominators in Eq. (4.1) can become smaller than the
factors in the numerators and the perturbative approxi-
mation breaks down. Beyond this scale, the spins will, in-

stead, start to pair up into superspin clusters and the bro-
ken Ising symmetry will manifest itself. The staggered
magnetization, M,', should be of order the fraction of
spins left at scale I z, yielding the exponent for M,',

4 2f—
(4.43)

(4.44}

which diverges as e—+0 with exponent v=P, or whether g
is only a crossover length. To answer this would entail
understanding the decay of mean truncated correlations
to the long distance value of (M,'} which we have not at-
tempted to do. (Note that the analogous question can be
addressed in the ordered phase of the transverse field Is-
ing chain by the methods of Ref. 11.)

V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

We have investigated in this paper the properties of
various phases of random quantum spin chains and phase
transitions between them. The main results can usefully
be summarized in terms of renormalization-group How

diagrams for purely antiferromagnetic interactions at
zero temperature.

Numerical analysis of the critical fixed point and small
perturbations from it should enable one to calculate A,

and P, and hence P; this has not yet been carried out.
In the Ising antiferromagnetic phase, it is not clear

whether there is a true correlation length —i.e., exponen-
tial decay of mean truncated correlations —with

Beyond this scale, the typical ratios of J' to J on one
bond is smaller than those of J 's from one bond to
another, but since the ground states of pairs are singlets,
this only affects the excited state spectrum in a subtle
way, and the physics will not change much. Associated
with the crossovers I, and I & are crossover lengths
which scale as I, and I z, but since the mean correla-
tions are power laws in all regimes for e (0 (and the typi-
cal correlations decay as e ~' J~), there is no well-
defined correlation length.

On the Ising side of the transition, the behavior is rath-
er different. At scale I „ the singlets that form have
predominantly Ising-like local excitations, but again the
anisotropies are not enough to prevent the formation of
singlets or to make the perturbative recursion relations
break down. Beyond I „the anisotropy grows with ex-
ponent g+ =2 so that

A. XFantiferromagnets

When J,=0, antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic
chains are equivalent via a rotation of alternate spins.
The results of Sec. IV can thus be directly carried over to
the antiferromagnetic case. The anisotropies which favor
X over Y are denoted [a„},as in Eq. (3.34), with the dis-
tribution of a„s characterized by its mean a and width

~a.
The zero-temperature RG Bow diagram of random XY

chains as a function of a and a, is shown in Fig. 4.
Along the line a =0, the distribution of a is taken to be
symmetric under a~—a, i.e., X+-+Y; this line is statisti-
cally isotropic with the point at the bottom of the line
fully isotropic, i.e., all a„=0. The two stable fixed points
XAF and YAF represent long-range-ordered antiferro-
magnetic phases with staggered magnetization
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b YAf
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)XX

0

XAF
se

pair. At zero temperature, the correlation function

C,"=(S,S.) typically decays as e ~' J~ with k ran-

dom, in the sense that —In(C;~rlv'(i j—
~

converges to
some nontrivial distribution at large distances. Neverthe-
less, the mean correlations, which would be measured by,
e.g., neutron scattering, are dominated by singlet pairs
(ij) for which —C; =O(l). These yield

l J
C,J- (5.3)!J

FIG. 4. Schematic renormalization group flow diagram of a
random XY antiferromagnetic spin chain as a function of the
mean anisotropy a and its variance cr„with the local anisotropy
a„—=(J„"—J„)/(J„"+J„). For a &0, the system is an X antifer-
romagnet (XAF) while for a & 0 it flows to the YAF fixed point.
The XX random-singlet critical point with no anisotropy con-
trols the transition for 0, =0. On the other hand, with J„"and

J„ independently random, but identically distributed, the XY
critical fixed point is obtained. Note that although this has
power-law decay of mean correlations, it is not a random-singlet
state. The flows on the phase boundary a =0 are not known; ei-
ther a fixed line or flow to one of the two end points is possible.

M,"=(—1)"&S )ao (5.1)

or

M»= ( —1)"& S» )&0, (5.2)

respectively. In general, in these antiferromagnetic
phases there will not be an interfacial tension between the
two states with opposite staggered magnetization because
of the existence of arbitrarily weak renormalized cou-
plings.

For weak bounded disorder and strong uniform anisot-
ropy, on the other hand, the antiferromagnetic phases
can have an interfacial tension, however, this will not
occur if the mean anisotropy a is small. For sufficiently
weak disorder, the antiferromagnetic staggered suscepti-
bility, X,(T), will diverge exponentially at low tempera-
tures in the antiferromagnetic phases. However generi-
cally, X,(T) will only diverge as a nonuniversal power of
T; this effect has been analyzed in detail for the random
transverse field Ising spin chain. "

Separating the two antiferromagnetic phases is a criti-
cal manifold, the line a =0 in Fig. 4, which is statistically
isotropic, at least on long scales. Note that a crystal
which has XY symmetry (i.e., a fourfold axis) in the ab-
sence of impurities will, in the presence of random impur-
ities, generally be statistically isotropic and thus lie on the
critical manifold. Anisotropic strain would give rise to a
small mean anisotropy and could be used to tune through
the XAF to YAF transition.

We have analyzed two limiting points on the critical
manifold in detail. The fully isotropic point, labeled XX
in Fig. 4 represents a random-singlet phase in which the
low-energy picture of the system consists of every spin
being paired into a singlet with some other spin. The
bonds connecting the spin pairs have a distribution of
lengths extending out to arbitrarily long range, a long
bond corresponding to very weak coupling of the singlet

with g=2.
At low temperatures, the excitations predominantly in-

volve breaking of the weak long singlet bonds. The re-
sulting nearly free spins each yield a Curie susceptibility
with the result that

1
,( )-,( )- (5.4)

Perhaps surprisingly, the staggered susceptibility diverges
in just the same way as the uniform susceptibility; indeed,
for frequencies t«oT, the susceptibility X'(q, co;T) is
only weakly q dependent, due to the local nature of the
dominant excitations. For co»T, on the other hand,
singlet pairs will play a role and X' will peak at the anti-
ferromagnetic wave vector.

The isotropic XX random singlet phase is unstable to
uniform anisotropy, yielding an antiferromagnetic phase

with correlation length g-a ", with v„=2, for decay
of the mean correlations of the opposite type, i.e., S»S»
correlations in the XAF phase. For small a & 0, the stag-

gered magnetization scales as M,'-a " with P„=2.
Within the critical manifold, small random anisotropy

is found to be marginal. But it is not clear whether it is
truly marginal so that a fixed line exists with continuous-
ly variable exponents, or whether nonlinear flows will
make anisotropy in fact relevant or irrelevant. The sim-
plest scenario, which the author suspects is correct, is
that random anisotropy is marginally relevant with the
flow towards the strongly random anisotropic fixed point
denoted XY in Fig. 4; this might be resolvable by the
techniques of Sec. III D and Ref. 11.

The other case that we have analyzed is the extreme
case of J„and J„ independent but identically distributed.
The resulting statistically isotropic field point (XY in Fig.
4) is not a random-singlet phase; a spin can be strongly
correlated with many spins far away. Nevertheless, many
of its properties are similar: decay of the typical correla-
tions as e ' 1; power-law deca of mean correlations
[but here with exponent ri=3 — 5 and a concommitant-
ly different power of ln(1/T) in the susceptibility]; and
instability to weak uniform anisotropy with correlation
exponent for small ~a ~, v& =2, and staggered magnetiza-
tion exponent P„=3—&5.

We have not analyzed the stability of the independent
J",J fixed point to small correlations between J„"and J„
on the same bond, but this might be possible. It would
help to settle the question of the fiow for intermediate
random anisotropy raised above.
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B. XXZ antiferromagnets

The other type of random spin chain that we have ana-
lyzed in detail is a chain with rotational invariance about
the Z axis, so that J„"=J~—=J„and the total Z magnetiza-
tion, ST, is conserved. The RG Sow diagram is shown in
Fig. 5 as a function of the mean and random uniaxial an-
isotropy 5 and os about the isotropic Heisenberg (XXX)
system.

With only uniform anisotropy initially, the XXZ sys-
tem exhibits two phases: the XX random singlet and the
Ising antiferromagnet (ZAF) with staggered magnetiza-
tion in the Z direction. Weak random or uniform J' are
irrelevant at the XX random-singlet fixed point (in con-
trast to the pure system in which J' is exactly marginal;
see Fig. 1). Generically, the ZAF phase has no interfacial
tension (as discussed earlier for the somewhat different
XAF and YAF phases), but for weak bounded disorder
and strong Z anisotropy, the interfacial tension will be
nonzero.

Separating the XX random singlet and ZAF phases in
the absence of random anisotropy is the isotropic Heisen-
berg XXX random-singlet phase, which is very similar to
the XX random-singlet phase. The corresponding critical
fixed point is unstable to uniform anisotropy with a some-
what complicated crossover to ZAF phase for positive 5.
The staggered Z magnetization for small positive 5 van-
ishes as M;-5~with

8

1+
(5.5)

Note that this transition from ZAF to disordered is very
difFerent, due to the conserved ST, from that of the ran-
dom transverse field Ising system. In principle, it could
be studied by anisotropically straining a system with
Heisenberg symmetry, although it does not seem possible
to avoid at least weak uniform or random anisotropies in
a random one-dimensional or quasi-one-dimensional
magnetic system.

More plausible is a system with almost perfect XX sym-
metry, but random uniaxial anisotropy along the Z direc-

p
-1

ZAF)(

IXXX

o 3
FIG. 5. Schematic renormalization-group flows for a random

XXZ chain as a function of the mean anisotropy 5 and its vari-
ance o.z with the local anisotropy 5„=2J„'/(J„+J„)—1. In the
absence of anisotropy, the XXX random-singlet phase occurs.
This fixed point controls the transition as a function of uniform
anisotropy with F5=0; from an XX easy plane random-singlet
phase to a Z (Ising) antiferromagnetic phase, ZAF. If the an-
isotropy is random, the transition is controlled by the XXZC
critical fixed point.

tion parallel to the chains, and mean anisotropy varied by
changing the pressure. ' Random uniaxial anisotropy is
relevant at the XXX random singlet fixed point, as shown
in Fig. 5. If the mean anisotropy 5 is carefully tuned to a
critical value 5„a new critical fixed point, XXZC, is
reached. This again is a random-singlet point, but now
with strong random anisotropy which, nevertheless, is not
strong enough to prevent singlet formation dominating
the low-energy physics. We have not found the fixed-
point distributions for this XXZC point analytically, how-
ever, bounds can be placed on an important exponent, g,
Eq. (4.30). The (unique) unstable eigenvalue, A,, about
this critical fixed point will, together with |(, determined
how M; vanishes as 5~5, from the ZAF phase. We
leave for the future numerical study of the behavior near
this fixed point.

C. Validity of results

The methods used here are by their nature approxi-
mate, but we have argued that they become exact at low
energies and should apply whenever the Hamiltonian is
in the basin of attraction of one of the fixed points stud-
ied. For the case of the XY random spin chain, results
derived using the equivalence to free fermions can be
used to check some of our results. As mentioned earlier,
a far more stringent test is the full boundary magnetiza-
tion scaling function of the related random transverse
Geld Ising chain analyzed elsewhere. "' In these cases, a
combination of the transfer matrix techniques used in the
exact solutions and the present RG method should be
possible. This could be done by explicitly working with
the random transfer matrices T„(co) along the chain; '"
these are functions of frequency, corresponding to energy
levels of the free-fermion problem. By choosing in which
order to multiply the transfer matrices together (by
finding the strongest effective couplings) and keeping
track of the low-frequency behavior of the partial prod-
ucts, it should be possible to carry out the RG transfor-
mation much more systematically. " This has not been
done in detail. What should make it work, however, is
the observation that the low-frequency behavior of prod-
ucts of T„(co) can only be parametrized simply if they are
multiplied in the order that corresponds to the decima-
tion procedure we have carried out in this paper. Wheth-
er correlation functions, which are usually tricky to get
from fermion methods, can actually be computed by such
a transfer matrix RG procedure, we leave as an open
question.

The power of the present method, of course, is that it
does not in any way depend on the solvability or nonin-
teracting fermion character of the spin chains: the ran-
dom Heisenberg (XXX) chain, which is not known to be
exactly solvable, is just as easy to analyze as the random
XX chain. It is interesting to note that the solvability of
the nonlinear integrodi8erential fixed-point equations
that arise here has nothing to do with the solvability of
the underlying model in the XX case; it is an entirely
separate, seemingly fortuitous, property of the simple
iterative RG equations.

It may be possible to obtain rigorous bounds on corre-
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lation functions from the present approach for systems in
which the initial distribution of couplings are very broad
and the perturbative basis of the decimation RG becomes
very good with high probability. At this point, however,
we leave the results in a similar state to those of the
Kosterlitz-Thouless theory of the 2D XYmodel: approx-
imate, but yielding results which, if correct, are exactly
correct.

D. Extensions

Various extensions of our results for random quantum
spin chains may be possible. First, the behavior in a mag-
netic field, H, should be analyzable for some of the cases
considered here, by means similar to that used for the
random transverse field Ising chains. " The natural scal-
ing variable mill be lnH in an analogous may to the lnT
behavior, that appears in, e.g., the low-temperature sus-
ceptibility, Eq. (2.22). Some information on scaling func-
tions as functions of lnT, lnH, and, in some cases, dis-
tance to a critical point will be necessary to analyze any
experimental or numerical data, since by necessity data
will not be able to cover a wide range of length scales due
to the logarithmic dependence of length scales on energy
and hence on temperature.

For the most interesting transition studied here, the
XXZ critical point with random anisotropy that
separates, as a function of mean anisotropy, an Ising anti-
ferromagnet and an XX random singlet phase, we have
only obtained very limited information. The exponents
should, however, be calculable numerically from the
fixed-point equations. It may also be possible to follow
the flow out to the Ising antiferromagnet fixed point and
obtain information on this crossover, as has been done
elsewhere for the random transverse field Ising transi-
tion. " This would, however, necessitate a controllable
RG transformation which can handle both the formation
of singlets and the formation of spin clusters with large
staggered moments. Whether this is possible in this case
is unclear; it should be possible, however, for the transi-
tion from X-ferro to Y-ferro phases by means of the
transformation to two unoccupied (but in general, not in-
dependent) Ising transverse field chains that was used in
Sec. IV.

The methods of this paper depend heavily on the
nearest-neighbor nature of the interactions and the in-
dependence of the couplings from bond to bond. Never-
theless, it may be possible to treat weak second-neighbor
interactions or meak correlations between the couplings
perturbatively. Unfortunately, in general this would en-
tail controlling the development of longer-range interac-
tions and more complicated correlations under renormal-
ization, and is hence likely to be extremely difficult.

Physically, we do not expect that weak correlations or
second-neighbor interactions should dramatically affect
the low-energy behavior: if each spin is involved in
several couplings, we still expect the distribution of the
effective couplings to be broad at low energies and hence
the strongest remaining coupling to dominate. Thus, we
conjecture that the phases and phase transitions studied
here will still be controlled by the same fixed points and

hence exhibit the same universal properties. (Note that
for the random transverse field Ising system, weak short-
range correlations in the couplings have indeed been
shown to be irrelevant at the critical fixed point. ")

Another interesting extension would be to higher spin
chains, particularly spin 1. In the absence of random-
ness, a spin-1 antiferromagnetic chain with Heisenberg
symmetry is in a disordered phase with a gap (the Hal-
dane gap). ' Because of the gap, this phase should be
stable to weak randomness. For broadly distributed ex-
change couplings, on the other hand, a random-singlet
phase can probably exist, as for spin —,'. Analysis of the
decimation RG flows in this case will be complicated by
the generation of biquadratic couplings, but the coupled
recursion relations and fixed-point equations should be
analyzable, at least numerically. The properties of such a
spin-1 random-singlet phase will presumably be qualita-
tively similar to the spin —,case. Whether there are addi-
tional intermediate phases for spin-1 Heisenberg chains,
and the nature of other parts of the phase diagram, we
leave for future investigation.

E. Higher dimensions

The most interesting open question is, perhaps: Hom
much of the behavior found here persists, even qualita-
tively, in higher dimensions. In particular, are there
quantum disordered phases and zero-temperatui'e quan-
tum phase transitions in two- and three-dimensional ran-
dom quantum antiferromagnets which are similar to
those in one dimension?

First, we should note that for weakly random ex-
change, antiferromagnetically ordered phases with bro-
ken continuous symmetry can surely exist in 2D and 3D
at low temperatures. But, secondly, for strong random-
ness, random-singlet phases can also exist, as predicted
by Bhatt and Lee, ' and found experimentally in the insu-
lating phase of Si:P. In this system, the susceptibility is
divergent at low temperatures, with X-1/T over a
reasonable range of T, but the form of the asymptotic
behavior is not known; it is most likely similar to the 1D
case, Eq. (2.22), but with a larger power of ln(1/T) in the
denominator. (It has recently been predicted ' that a
random-singlet phase, albeit one with very weakly diver-
gent susceptibility, is actually generic also in the metallic
phase of Si:P, although in this case the experimental evi-
dence and theoretical arguments are less convincing. )

The properties of 2D and 3D random-singlet phases
have not been worked out in as much detail as in 1D, but
it seems clear that they are qualitatively similar. The
main questions, then, concern the existence of other
zero-temperature phases and the nature of the quantum
transitions between the various phases.

Restricting ourselves first to systems with Heisenberg
symmetry, at least one other phase is possible in higher
dimensions: a spin-glass phase can exist, at least at zero
temperature, if the interactions are frustrated. In the ab-
sence of frustration, a transition from a Heisenberg anti-
ferromagnetic phase to a random-singlet phase at zero
temperature may well exist, although it is hard to
definitively rule out an intermediate phase. If such a
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transition does exist, then it will be from an ordered
phase to a phase with no long-range order but with
infinite staggered susceptibility caused by rare local re-
gions. This transition would thus, like the superfluid to
Bose-glass transition of helium in porous media at zero
temperature, be very diScult to analyze starting from
high dimensions, and indeed, may have no upper critical
dimension. What its nature will be is unclear.

If a magnetic system only has XI' symmetry, then a
transition may be possible from an XX random-singlet
phase to an Ising Z antiferromagnetic phase as a function
of the mean anisotropy. Since this transition occurred al-
ready in 1D, one might expect that its character in higher
dimensions would be similar. One might then ask wheth-
er the energy will scale exponentially with the length
scale at the transition, as in 1D. This will presumably de-
pend on whether or not the critical point is a random-
singlet-like phase. If it is, then scaling like that in 1D
may obtain. If not, then more conventional scaling is
likely to obtain, albeit still with anomalous behavior of
scaling functions caused by rare regions. Elsewhere, " it
is argued that for the simple random transverse field Ising
system, the disordered to ferromagnetic transition in
1)1 will probably not be like that in 1D, since the
effective interactions between far away spins need not
pass through anomalously weak intervening efFective
bonds for d ) 1.

Wh8her our study of one-dimensional random quan-
tum spin chains will give substantial insight into the
behavior of quantum phase transitions in higher-
dimensional random systems, or whether only the quali-
tative properties of randoin-singlet and other disordered
phases will persist in higher dimensions, it is clear that
the low-temperature behavior of random quantum sys-
tems is a very rich field. The efFects of randomness—
both via rare anomalous regions and on collective
phenomena —are far greater than in classical random
systems. It is hoped that in the near future, more experi-
ments will become possible on these and other random
quantum systems.
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APPENDIX

In this appendix, the general structure of the RG flows
and fixed points are analyzed. Various results used in the
text, particularly for the exponents describing the scaling
of various quantities at fixed points, are derived.

As in the text, we consider the RG transformation gen-
erated by decimating the bonds with couplings J„(which
can be J,+J J' or other depending on the context); be-
tween the upper cutofF Q and Q —d Q. On a logarithmic
scale, we define

g—=ln(Q/J ) (Al)

so that g is non-negative and

I = —lnQ. (A2)

If a bond, say "2",is decimated (so that gz=O), the recur-
sion relation for g is

(A3)

where a constant additive part has been ignored, antici-
pating broad distributions of g for which such additive
constants are irrelevant.

In addition, there may be one (or more) auxiliary vari-
ables with recursion relations

X =x &+xa+Yxz (A4)

with Y a fixed constant. For example, in the case of bond
lengths, x becomes l and the coefficient T= 1.

The joint distribution P(g, x;I")dgdx obeys the RG
flow equation

dP(g, x ) BP(g,x ) + f f flax, dxidxi f fdic, dg35(g g, gi)5—(x ——x, —x3 —Tx2)P(O, xz)P(g„x, )P((3 x3), i

(A5)

where we have not exhibited the dependence of P on I .
The first term arises from the shift in g implicit in its
definition, Eq. (Al), and the change in Q. Note that with
the support of g restricted to g )0, the loss of total proba-
bility from the first term in Eq. (A5), Po, with—

is exactly compensated by the increase from the second
term, i.e., each strong decimated bond ("2") is replaced,
although the neighboring bonds are not. Thus, the frac-
tion of remaining bonds n(Q) is decreased by 2Pon from
the loss of the neighboring bonds of the strong decimated
bond. Thus, we have

Po =—f P(O, x )dx, (A6)
@foal = —2Pon . (A7)
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1. Fixed-point distribution of g

We first analyze the behavior of the distribution of g by
itself: P(g) =fP{g,x }dx; which renormalizes as

with v ~const for small z. We must now distinguish be-
tween whether or not 2go is an integer. If 2goA integer,
then we have

+PvPS P .BP BP
{A8}

v= g v„z"
n=0

(A17)

q=g/r" .

The rescaled distribution Q {rl )d iI renormalizes as

r Q=. Q+~ Q +r'- Q+Q, geg3 8 — 8
al aq aq

(A9)

(A10)

with Qo =Q{iI=O).
Fixed points, i.e., solutions to (A10) with no explicit I'

dependence, are dominated by the terms in the first
bracket for a ) 1, yielding the unphysical solution

Q =c/iI; or by the terms in the second bracket for s & 1,
yielding (via Laplace transforms} a Q which oscillates in
sign for large rl and is thus also unphysical. Therefore,
we must have ~=1 yielding Eq. (2.13). Physical fixed
points are therefore solutions to

Q+iI + +QogQ=O .a a
drl drI

Laplace transforming to Q(z) yields

(Al 1}

It, is useful to consider the behavior of P for large g. If p
decays more slowly than exponentially, then the large g
behavior of the convolution PP is dominated by regions
of the integration in which one of the g' is small and the
other (g—g') is large. Thus, PP has the same decay as
P, but multiplied by a factor 2Po; the BP/Bg term is thus
negligible for large g. The form of a subexponential tail is
therefore unchanged by renormalization, so if P decays
exponentially or more rapidly initially, this property
should be preserved by the flow. We thus search for fixed
points that decay rapidly in a rescaled variable

with

ll p

(n +1)(n +1—2go)
(A18)

p=l. (A19)

In this case, the general form for Q can be found explicit-
ly:

1+C'e'( 1 —z )

1+z+C'e' (A20)

We see that only for C'=0 does this yield the correct
large z behavior Q =go/z corresponding to the discon-
tinuity at i) =0. The only well-behaved fixed point is thus
simply Q =1/(1+z) yielding

Q'(q)=e "e(q) . (A21)

implying that for large (positive) z, v(z)-z e', so that if
C =0 in Eq. (A16}, Q = —z/Qo for large z which is un-

physical; thus we conclude that there must be an admix-
ture of the u+ solution, i.e., CAO. This implies, howev-

2QO
er, that Q has a z ' singular part for small z which cor-

2QO+1
responds to a I/i) ' tail in Q(rl) which, as we argued
above, cannot arise from an initially rapidly decaying
P(g). Therefore, we must restrict consideration to
2go=m =integer. In general, this implies a z~lnz part

2QO+1
in v and hence in Q and again a 1/i) tail in Q(i)).
The only exception to this is if m =2, since in this case
the series Eq. (A17) for v terminates and v = 1+z.

Thus we conclude that we must have

=zQ+Q. [Q '—1]

with the constraint that

(A12)
The stability of the solution, Eq. (A21), to perturba-

tions which decay exponentially in rl can be found by
studying the linearized flow equation for q =Q

—Q'

Qo=g(0)= lim . f Q(z)e'"dz .
q~p+ 277l c—i rN

(A13)
I' =q+(1+iI) +qoile "+2qeBq

al a~
(A22)

We can linearize Eq. (A12) by the transformation

—z du

Qo dz
(A14)

with qo =q(0) and J qdi) =0 since Q is a probability dis-

tribution. Equation (A22) can be shown to have exactly
one eigensolution q(iI, I ) =q&(q)1 with A, = —1 and

yielding

Qo
u "+—u' —u' — u =0,

z z2
(A15}

—Q
u =z U+Cu+ (A16)

with primes denoting d /dz.
For small z, the two linearly independent solutions to

Eq. (A15) behave as u+ -z . The normalization con-+go
—

Qodition Q(0)=1 forces some of the z solution to be in-
cluded. We thus write

q, (iI)=(1—rl)e (A23)

which can be seen to correspond to an irrelevant shift in
the origin of I: I ~I +5I .

A general exponentially decaying perturbation q will,
under renormalization, evolve into a more rapidly decay-
ing q plus a multiple of q „which decays away since
A, &0. Thus, we conclude that Q is, indeed, a stable
fixed point. (A more detailed analysis of flows such as
that of Q is carried out in Ref. 11.)
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2. Joint distribution with auxiliary variables q—=xyr~. (A24)

With the auxiliary variable x in Eqs. (A4) and (A5}, we
can again look for Sxed points with rescaled variables g
and

The fixed-point equation for the joint distribution Q(g, y)
(dropping the e superscript) becomes

0=~ I- =(I+~)g+(I+ri)
&

+gy
&

+fdy, g(0,X,)f fdX, dX,Q( ,q, )s g( ,q, )fi(Z Z—, Z—, Y—Z, )
Bg Bg

where the dots denote the dummy variables (ri} of the
convolution. The last term in Eq. (A25) can be written in

the form
and

dC,
(0)—QCi (0)=0

dry
(A34)

Wegeg,
'9X

where

(A26)
W, =YC, (0) . (A35)

W(y)—:—Q 0,—x
Y 'Y (A27)

which reduces to W=5(y) for Y=O.
From Eq. (A28) it is straightforward to analyze the

conditional moments
and the other

Y+1
—19 (A36)

Equation (A33) has two linearly independent solutions:
one is simply

C (g)=&X'lg&—= fX'Q(n X)dX
1

Q(ri)

which can be found iteratively in p from

CP—AC —
AC +(1+g) +M (g)=0

P P

with

(A28)

(A29)

Cb
1 (A37}

for large ri The se.cond solution is unphysical since it
could only arise from an initial distribution with very
large x's associated with large ri's. Therefore, we must
have C, O-C;. The proportionality constant is just an
overall scale factor (which is a redundant operator). We
see, however, that C i does not satisfy the required bound-

ary condition Eq. (A34) unless

M, (ri) =ri, P(g —1)=Y+1 (A38)

M, (ri)= W, ri+2Cie 1,
Mq(ri) = Weri+ 2C2 1+4Wi Ci 8 I+2Ci 8Ci,
etc., where

W =—fd'W(e)de= Y~C~(0) . (A31)

3. Asymmetric case

We must now distinguish two cases, depending on wheth-

er or not the distribution of q is symmetric (even} in q.

yielding

P„, =-,'(I+V'5+4Y) . (A39)

(The other solution with g(0 is unphysical, since the
typical x must grow under renormalization. } It is not
clear a priori that even with g given by Eq. (A39} there
exists a well-behaved fixed point. We shall see, however,
that in this case an explicit expression can be found for
the fixed point which does indeed satisfy all the necessary
conditions. Before showing this, we first analyze the case
of a symmetric (in x) distribution.

In general, C, (q } will be nonzero. It satisfies the equa-
tion

dCi—gC, —gC, +( I+ri) +2f C, (g')dg'+ W, ri=0

(A32)

4. Symmetric case

By symmetry in this case, C~(g}=0 for odd p. We
therefore study the conditional second moment, C2(q).
From Eqs. (A29} and (A30), this satisfies

dC2
2$C2 —gC2+(1+v]) —+ W~q+2 f C~(g')dq'=0

or, differentiating

d C) dC,(I+g) +(1—g —g} +C, + W, =0 (A33)
d'g dxj

with the boundary condition

with

W~= Y C2(0) .

(A40)

(A41)
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This has the same form as Eq. (A32) with g replaced by
2g and Y by Y . Thus, the well-behaved solution be-
comes

conditions, yielding

A (co) =In[(kco)'~t"/sinh[(kco)' ( ]j, (A53)
Y+1

Cz =1+

with

(A42)

/co =1—(kco)'~ecoth[(kco)'~~]dA
(A54)

=
—,t(1++5+4Y ) . (A43)

(A44)

5. Fixed-yoint distributions

In order to find the actual fixed-point distributions
Q(tl, y), we analyze the generating function for the condi-
tional moments

C(g, co) —= J dye'"zQ(ri, y)/Q(i))

with /= 1 corresponding to the symmetric ease and /=2
the asymmetric case and k an integration constant. The
necessity of one of these two values of g can be seen: if
2/f is not an integer, A (and hence, Q has a branch cut
at the origin, implying power-law decay of Q for large g.

For the symmetric case, with Y= 1, we have from Eq.
(A43) /=1 and C(t), co) must be a real function of co, im-

plying k real and we can choose k =1 (the overall scale
factor is arbitrary). The nearest singularity in the com-
plex plane then occurs at co= kitr so that for any fixed i)
and large y,

and

0'(co)= fdye' zW(y)=C(0, Yco) .

C(ri X)-e ~
For this case

(A55)

C =exp A(co)+/rico
dA

(A47}

yielding

0 C =ri exp 2 A (co ) + /geo
A

1l dco
(A48)

The terins in Eq. (A46) thus either have the ii dependence
of C or of ilC. The terms proportional to C' yield

1(tco —/co =0dA dA
(A49)

dco dco

which is satisfied automatically [i.e., by the choice of the
form of C, Eq. (A47)] while the iIC' terms yield

2

co A+ ke —1=0dA 2 d A

dN dN
(A50)

We then have the fixed-point condition

(I+i)) —iIC —/co + O'C (3) C =0 . (A46)
ac' ac
8'g c)co

By studying the first few conditional moments C (tl) as
above, a solution of the following form can be guessed:

( ~) e t)(rico—thm 1)—
sinhco

and hence

(A56)

Q(~ ) e
—t)rocothro

sinhco
(A57)

yielding, on integrating over g and Fourier transforming
in co, the fixed-point distribution for y alone,

1

2 cosh(n.y/2 }
(y)= (A58)

A I i ~tCO —t)V VirocothdTito

sinh&+ i co
(A59)

(with the same branch of the square root taken in all
places}. This yields, on integrating over q,

Note that this decays exponentially for large y, but nev-
ertheless more slowly than does Q(ri, y) for fixed ri, from
Eq. (A55).

For the asymmetric case with Y= 1, we have from Eq.
(A39) /=2. The requirement that the distribution of y
be real now fixes k to be purely imaginary. The magni-
tude of k corresponds to the overall, non-universal,
scale-factor; hence we may take k = +i. We then have

with
oo i+CO

Q+(x) =
cosh& T ico

(A60)

Q( ) e A(rro) (A51)

and the boundary conditions

A(0}=0 and co
dA =0
dco

(A52)

needed for normalization of the conditional probability
distribution, C'(ri, co=0)=1.

For the case Y= I, Eq. (A50) becomes a second-order
ODE which can be solved with the appropriate boundary

The solution Q+ (co) with k = i only has s—ingularities in
the lower half plane, and hence Q+(y} only has support
for positive y. Conversely, Q only has support for nega-
tive g.

The distribution Q+(g) gives, for example, the scaled
distribution Eq. (2.31) of the separations, I, between
effective nearest-neighbor unpaired spins at scale I via
l =Cyt with C a nonuniversal coefficient. From Eq.
(A60), we see that this distribution falls oF exponentially
for l &&I, since the nearest singularity to the origin in
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the complex co plane is at co= —(i /4)n. . For small X, it
can be shown (see, e.g., Ref. 11) that

Q(X ) e
—1/(4r)1

3/2

so that the probability of an effective nearest-neighbor
separation of I « I at scale I is extremely small. From
the behavior of Eq. (A59), for the transformed joint dis-
tribution, one can show that g and y are positively corre-
lated, i.e., that long bonds tend to be weaker than short
ones, as expected physically.

We now turn to the case of general Y. In general, Eq.
(A50) for A (co) cannot be solved in terms of simple func-
tions. Nevertheless, the value of P can be found by the
condition that A (to) be analytic at co=0 corresponding to
the condition that there not be a power-law tail for large
g. For the asymmetric case, A should have a Taylor ex-
pansion in m starting with co'. From the small co behavior
of Eq. (A50), this can only occur if f is given by Eq.
(A39) yielding P„(Y=1}=2,as from the exact solution
Eq. (A52). For the symmetric case, A (co) must be even in
co, hence its Taylor series starts with co yielding Eq.
(A43} for g,„(Y=1).

For the case Y=O, the equation for A(co) becomes an
ODE which, by the transformation ico=e ' becomes the
equation of motion of a "particle" A (r) with damping in
an unstable potential V,s(A )=—e "+A. The behavior
of the asymmetric solution can then be analyzed in sub-
stantial detail, yielding, as for the Y= 1 case, exponential
decay of Q(X) for large X and X e ' r behavior for
small X. In the symmetric case, there is again exponen-
tial decay for large ~X~. We will not go into the details
here, but a related analysis is used to obtain the magneti-
zation of the random transverse field Ising chain dis-
cussed elsewhere. "

For general 0 & Y & 1, in particular with Y= —,
' as need-

ed in Sec. IVC, the equation for A(co) is not a simple
ODE. We expect that a similar analysis to the Y=O case
would nevertheless yield the behavior for large and small

y, but we have not carried this out.

6. Random anisotropy

and similarly

rv =1+lNN —N w + '1

1 2 2 (A69)

For ri=O, the cumulants of C(0,8) are just the Taylor
coef5cients of A, hence

port only for positive 8 and exponent f+, which will be
manifestly independent of M; one with support only for
negative 8 with exponent ij'j, which will depend on M
with the M =0 and M = —~ limits simple, and an unsta-
ble critical fixed point with support for both positive and
negative 8 and exponent f F.or the positive fixed point,
we have from the previous analysis, f+ =2 since
max(8z, M)=8&. For the negative fixed point, we have

(M=O)= —,'(1+&5) and f (M= —ao)=2. For the
critical fixed point, the only simple limit is M= —00;
from our earlier analysis we obtain for this case
f(M= —~ )=1. The critical fixed point will have little
weight for large negative 8. Thus, M= —00 should not
be a singular limit and we hypothesize that the critical
P(M ) is continuous We .will now show that, for all of the
fixed points, the possible range of g is restricted.

As for the simpler cases analyzed above, we consider
the generating function for the conditional moments

C'(ri, m)= f d8 C(rt, 8)e' (A65)

where

C(rt, 8)=Prob(8~ ri) =Q(ri, 8)/e (A66)

Then C'satisfies Eq. (A46) with

k(co) e=' f"C(0,8)d8+ f "C(0,8)e' d8 . (A67)

A solution of the form Eq. (A47) again exists with
C'(O, co) =e "'"' yielding C(0, 8) in terms of A and thereby
a complicated relationship between 0'(to) and A(to).
The resulting equation (A47) for A(t0) cannot be solved
explicitly, but useful information can be gleaned by ex-

panding for small co, i.e., looking at the conditional mo-
ments, writing

(A68)

We finally analyze the more complicated situation
needed for the XXZ chain with random anisotropy. Here
we have, for the logarithm of the anisotropy
D =—ln( J'/J ), the recursion relation

coo=1, co& =Q& c02=82+Q ] etc. ,
2

where

co~ =—f 8i'C(0, 8)d8=C (rt=O) .

(A70)

(A71)

D =D&+D3+max(Dz, O) (A62)
Similarly, the 8' are. moments of the distribution

when bond D2 is decimated. We are interested in fixed
points for the scaled variables

(A63)

W(8) =C(0,8)8(8—M)

+S(8 M) f C—(0,8 )d8' (A72)

and ri=g/I with g obeying the recursion relation Eq.
(A3).

It is useful to consider a generalization of Eq. (A61),

with 0 the Heaviside step function.
Clearly, there are some necessary inequalities between

the moments of C(0, 8) and those of W(8), in particular

8=8i+ 83+max(82, M ) l8i Coi =a i (A73)

with —~ ~M 0. For general M, we expect three fixed
points for the joint distribution Q(g, 8): one with sup-

The most useful inequalities can be obtained from the
moments I of a third distribution
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L (8)=— C(0,e)e(M —0},1

where

C ( ——f C(0, 8'}d8'

(A74}

(A75)

From the inequality Eq. (A78) and Eqs. (A70), (A79), and
(A80), we then have

a~l44' —24—21-a i I
—(4' —4)'+6(0' —4)—4l .

(A81)

wp C&M +cop C& lp

Since L is a probability distribution, we have

(A76)

is a normalization factor. We have from the definitions
of the distributions,

But a2 must be non-negative, since it is the second cumu-
lant of C(0,8}, hence either the left side of Eq. (A81)
must be negative or the right side positive. The first
occurs for g & 1, while the second occurs for
3 —~5&/ —/&3+v 5. Therefore, either

l2 l i, (A77) P & 1 or 1.507 & g & 2. 842 . (A82)

where the second inequality follows from C &
& 1, M & 0,

and w, ~ co, . From Eq. (A50), we have

and

w, =a, (g —
11

—1)

w2 =a2(4$ 2f 1)+—a i (1—+2/ 2f ) . —

(A79)

(A80)

whence, from Eq. (A76),

coi )
cog

—
N2 + 2M(N i coi ) (wi coi )

C&

(A78}

The positive and negative solutions lie in the upper
range, however, the critical fixed point for M= —~ has
/=1. Thus, by continuity, we expect that the critical P
will lie in the lower range of Eq. (A82) for all M &0.
Note that, in principle, there could be several fixed points
with f in this range. We are interested in the least unsta-
ble of these, the one with only one positive eigenvalue, A, ,
for perturbations away from it. Numerical solution for
C(0, co) from Eqs. (A46), (A47), and (A67) should be pos-
sible and the renormalization-group fiows near to this
fixed point could be used to calculate A, . Alternatively, a
direct numerical study of the recursion relations (A3) and
(A62) might also yield both the desired fixed point and A,

from a scaling fit.
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